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ABSTRACT
We discuss an analytical approximation for the matter power spectrum covariance ma-
trix and its inverse on translinear scales, k ∼ 0.1h−0.8h/Mpc at z = 0. We proceed to
give an analytical expression for the Fisher information matrix of the nonlinear den-
sity field spectrum, and derive implications for its cosmological information content.
We find that the spectrum information is characterized by a pair of upper bounds,
’plateaux’, caused by the trispectrum, and a ’knee’ in the presence of white noise. The
effective number of Fourier modes, normally growing as a power law, is bounded from
above by these plateaux, explaining naturally earlier findings from N -body simula-
tions. These plateaux limit best possible measurements of the nonlinear power at the
percent level in a h−3Gpc3 volume; the extraction of model parameters from the spec-
trum is limited explicitly by their degeneracy to the nonlinear amplitude. The value
of the first, super-survey (SS) plateau depends on the characteristic survey volume
and the large scale power; the second, intra-survey (IS) plateau is set by the small
scale power. While both have simple interpretations within the hierarchical Ansatz,
the SS plateau can be predicted and generalized to still smaller scales within Takada
and Hu’s spectrum response formalism. Finally, the noise knee is naturally set by the
density of tracers.
Key words: cosmology: large-scale-structure of the Universe, methods : analytical,
methods, cosmology : cosmological parameters, methods : statistical
1 INTRODUCTION
The current multi-faceted effort of the cosmology commu-
nity to characterize cosmic acceleration by mapping the low-
redshift Universe (Weinberg et al. 2013) fundamentally re-
lies on a robust understanding of the statistics of the evolved
matter density field and its tracers. In the context of weak-
lensing, baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) or more gener-
ally large scale structure galaxy surveys, the key statistic
is the power spectrum of the matter and galaxy field. In
particular, an accurate quantitative and qualitative under-
standing of the cosmic covariance of the spectrum beyond
Gaussian statistics (Feldman et al. 1994; Vogeley & Sza-
lay 1996) is necessary for a successful completion of this
program. A surprising recent insight is that the covariance
can have a substantial contribution due to the coupling of
small scales to modes of size comparable to or larger than
the survey size, dubbed ’beat coupling’ in (Hamilton et al.
2006). This effect is not expected from early analytical work
(Meiksin & White 1999; Scoccimarro et al. 1999), and not
captured correctly by most traditional ensemble average es-
timates of the covariance from simulations (see the discus-
? E-mail: j.carron@sussex.ac.uk
sion in Hamilton et al. 2006). Furthermore, it is established
that the non-Gaussian contributions generically create satu-
ration in the information content of the spectrum on mildly
nonlinear scales for amplitude-like parameters (Scoccimarro
et al. 1999; Rimes & Hamilton 2005, 2006; Neyrinck et al.
2006; Neyrinck & Szapudi 2007; Takahashi et al. 2009). See
also Lee & Pen (2008). This stands in sharp contrast to
naive expectations based on Fourier modes counting, and
has potentially stark consequences for the available infor-
mation from galaxy surveys, or indeed, for the effective vol-
ume accessible to us for constraining Dark Energy and other
ingredients of the cosmological model. Moreover, these non-
linear effects are large enough to affect the covariance matrix
even on the BAO scale (Takahashi et al. 2009; Ngan et al.
2012). Most traditional forecasting techniques based on the
Fisher information content of Gaussian Fourier modes likely
over-predict somewhat the scientific return of cosmological
data sets.
A simple analytical approximation has been fit to the
matter power spectrum covariance matrix from N -body sim-
ulations (Neyrinck 2011b; Mohammed & Seljak 2014). The
principal aim of this paper is to discuss and exploit this
approximation that captures the non-Gaussian effects on
translinear scales k ∼ 0.1h − 0.8h/Mpc at z = 0, and for
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the first time, present its analytical inverse and obtain new
insights into the information content of mildly non-linear
scales. In particular, we obtain a simple formula for the
Fisher information content of the spectrum down to translin-
ear scales, extending the standard expression of Tegmark
(1997) valid only for Gaussian fields. In the end, our ana-
lytical estimations explain in the simplest and most natural
way the behavior of the information content of the spectrum
on cosmological parameters.
The paper is built as follows. Section 2 introduces our
model for the covariance matrix and discusses its ingredi-
ents in light of the hierarchical model. Section 3 derives the
Fisher information matrix of nonlinear clustering and ex-
plores the consequences. We conclude in section 4 with a
discussion of our findings as well as of some aspects and
extensions of the covariance matrix model.
2 APPROXIMATE COVARIANCE MATRIX
We first introduce the key concept, an approximate form of
the matter power spectrum covariance in the mildly non-
linear regime and then discuss its properties.
Assuming a finite survey volume V the standard shell-
averaging estimator Pˆ (k) for the power spectrum is,
Pˆ (k) =
1
V Nk
∑
k′
∣∣δ(k′)∣∣2 . (1)
The sum runs over all of the Nk Fourier modes assigned
to the k-shell corresponding to a power spectrum bin. Let
further the matrix Covij be the covariance matrix of the
estimator,
Covij =
〈
Pˆ (ki)Pˆ (kj)
〉
−
〈
Pˆ (ki)
〉〈
Pˆ (kj)
〉
. (2)
The working hypothesis of this paper is the following func-
tional form for the covariance matrix
Covij = δij
2
(
P (ki) +
1
n¯
)2
Nki
+ σ2minP (ki)P (kj). (3)
The first term is diagonal corresponding to the Gaussian co-
variance. The second term approximates the shell-averaged
trispectrum of the fluctuation field. As will be shown later
the parameter σ2min has a natural interpretation as a min-
imum achievable variance, hence its name. Given the com-
plexity of the matter trispectrum, this approximation might
at first sight appear to be a blunt hypothesis. It’s justifica-
tion lies entirely in fits to N -body simulations, used first by
Neyrinck (2011b) and rediscovered by Mohammed & Seljak
(2014). The latter authors quote an accuracy of 10 − 20%
on all matrix elements which is noteworthy for such a sim-
ple analytical form and certainly enough for our analysis
focusing on generic properties of the power spectrum infor-
mation.
We will decompose the second term further into two
pieces as follows
σ2min = σ
2
SS + σ
2
IS. (4)
The first term captures the impact of large wavelength
’super-surveys’ (henceforth SS) modes on the small scale
covariance, and the second corresponds to small scale-small
scale couplings, or the ’intra-survey’ (IS) modes contribution
to the trispectrum. We turn to a discussion of this intuitively
non-trivial Ansatz next.
2.1 Gaussian covariance
The Gaussian covariance simply counts the number of in-
dependent Gaussian variables in the initial Gaussian field.
It depends the number of modes Nk for which we will use
a standard approximation: the number of modes is the vol-
ume of the shell used for the bin averaging, divided by the
volume element between two discrete modes. In our Fourier
conventions the latter is (2pi)3/V . It results
Nk ≈ V 4pik
2dk
(2pi)3
(5)
where dk is the width of the bin associated to k.
In order to discriminate the impact of discreteness ef-
fects typical of galaxy surveys data to cosmic variance, white
noise is incorporated in a simple way in (3) through a term
1/n¯, that enters the Gaussian covariance but neither the
shell averaged trispectrum nor through additional terms.
This prescription is exact in the handy and insightful case
of perfectly Gaussian noise, itself uncorrelated to the δ field,
with spectrum 1/n¯. Indeed, connected point functions such
as the spectrum and trispectrum of independent fields al-
ways just add up, from which Eq. (3) directly follows. More
realistic is the case of Poisson noise, in which case this pre-
scription captures the leading effects. Poisson sampling gen-
erates additional covariance (Meiksin & White 1999; Smith
2009, e.g) which are however all formally suppressed with
respect to the leading correction implemented in (3). Antic-
ipating somewhat our results, the importance of this leading
discreteness correction is very minor in comparison to that
of cosmic variance for the purposes of this paper. We will
therefore not study here the impact of additional discrete-
ness corrections, nor other issues such as galaxy biasing.
2.2 SS and IS covariance
We postulated the form given by Eq. (3) for the covariance
matrix. How to estimate roughly σ2min ? We develop some
approximations next. Let us multiply the noise free Eq. (3)
on both sides by (Nki/V ) · (Nkj/V ). We then sum over all
modes. The rightmost terms combine to σ2minσ
4, where σ2 =〈
δ2
〉
is the variance of the field at the resolution considered.
The other terms form the two-point cumulants averaged over
the survey volume, giving
σ2min =
1
σ4
∫
V
d3x
V
∫
d3y
V
〈
δ2(x)δ2(y)
〉
c
. (6)
Within the hierarchical Ansatz (HA) (Peebles 1980; Fry
1984) or standard perturbation theory (SPT) in the weakly
non-linear regime (Bernardeau 1996), the leading contribu-
tion to the cumulant is〈
δ2(x)δ2(y)
〉
c
∼ 4Raσ4ξ(x− y). (7)
The proportionality constant 4Ra is the amplitude of the
four snake diagrams involved (Fry 1984). They correspond
to 4Q˜22 = C22 in the notation of Szapudi & Szalay (1997) or
Bernardeau (1996) respectively. Plugging this contribution
into Eq. (6) gives a term proportional to the integral of the
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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two-point function over the survey volume. This integral is
nothing else than the variance of the background Fourier
mode δb =
∫
V
dxδ(x)/V ,∫
V
d3x
V
∫
V
d3y
V
ξ(x− y) = 〈δ2b〉 =: σ2V
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
P (k)W 2(k).
(8)
In the last equation, W (k) is the Fourier transform of the
window function W (x) of the survey volume, equal to 1/V
if x is in the volume, 0 if not. We define this contribution
proportional to σ2V the SS coefficient σ
2
SS. Thus, in the HA
(c.f., Szapudi & Colombi 1996)
σ2SS = σ
2
V 4Ra ≈ P (kmin)
V
4Ra. (9)
We have used there that the weight function W 2(k) probes
the power on the largest scales available in the survey vol-
ume, and has total weight
∫
d3k/(2pi)3W 2(k) = 1/V .
The remaining contributions to σ2min are assigned to an IS
coefficient σ2IS. Within the HA the next contribution to the
cumulant is of the form
σ2ξ2(x− y)(4Ra + 4Rb). (10)
Plugging into Eq. (6) leads to
σ2IS ∼
(∫
V
d3x
V
∫
V
d3y
V
ξ2(x− y)
σ2
)
(4Ra + 4Rb). (11)
In contrast to σSS, σIS probes the smallest scales. This can
be best seen after Fourier transformation. From the same
argument as above for the window function holds∫
V
d3x
V
∫
V
d3y
V
ξ2(x− y)
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
P (k)
∫
d3k′
(2pi)3
P (k′)W 2(k− k′)
≈ 1
V
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
P 2(k)
(12)
On the other hand, in terms of the dimensionless spectrum
∆(k) = k3P (k)/2pi2 we get
1
σ2
1
V
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
P 2(k) =
1
V
∫
d ln k ∆(k)P (k)∫
d ln k ∆(k)
≈ P (kmax)
V
,
(13)
where we used that the weight of P (k) in that equation is
peaked towards small scales in a ΛCDM universe, and the
total weight is unity. Thus,
σ2IS ≈ P (kmax)
V
(4Ra + 4Rb). (14)
Comparing to Eq. (9) there is an interesting symmetry be-
tween large and small scales.
2.3 Local versus global density
We have not discussed so far whether the fluctuation δ is
defined with respect to the ’local’, observed, density as in the
case of galaxy surveys, or with respect to the global density,
as appropriate, e.g., for weak lensing surveys. This can make
a difference in what follows. The local density fluctuation is
the global fluctuation divided by the background mode
δ(x) (local) =
δ(x) (global)
1 + δb
, (15)
and the denominator gives a further contribution to the
covariance. This contribution can be calculated from PT
following de Putter et al. (2012), or from the modified
response of the spectrum to a background mode (Takada
& Hu 2013) (hereafter TH13). This contribution is propor-
tional to σ2V and thus can be absorbed entirely within σ
2
SS,
as discussed below.
Let us summarize our findings so far and estimate the
size of these contributions. The covariance matrix of the
power spectrum inside a survey volume is well characterized
throughout the translinear scales by two dimensionless
coefficients capturing large and small scale power
σ2SS ∼ P (kmin)
V
and σ2IS ∼ P (kmax)
V
(16)
up to factors that are related to the hierarchical amplitudes.
Our SS contribution coincide with an already fairly well un-
derstood contribution in the literature, that can also be de-
rived from PT (Hamilton et al. 2006) or the response for-
malism (Li et al. 2014a, TH13). From 4Ra = C22 = (68/21)
2
we get
σ2SS ∼
{
σ2V
(
68
21
)2
(global)
σ2V
(
26
21
)2
(local) .
(17)
The local case is obtained by subtracting 2 to to the original
root coefficient, here 68/21 (de Putter et al. 2012, TH13).
A typical value for σ2V is 1.5 · 10−5 for a spherical volume
of h−3(Gpc3 (TH13, Fig. 1). The IS contribution is not as
well understood, but we can estimate it from the arguments
above. The power on translinear scales is down by one to two
orders of magnitude from the power close to the peak of the
ΛCDM spectrum. The hierarchical factors are only a factor
of two or so larger for the IS coefficient. This shows that
the SS contribution dominates in the global case. On the
other hand, the reduction of the SS coefficient by one order
of magnitude in the local case brings it down to the level
of the IS effects. All this is perfectly consistent with what
is currently known on the SS contribution to the covariance
from simulations, as summarized for instance by de Putter
et al. (2012) or Li et al. (2014a).
3 INFORMATION WITHIN NONLINEAR
CLUSTERING
Understanding information in the power spectrum requires
inversion of its covariance matrix. Now, why should this form
of the covariance matrix be particularly useful ? Because Eq.
(3) is the very prototype of a perturbation to a matrix that
allows analytical inversion, through the Shermann-Morrison
(SM) formula (Press et al. 2007, e.g.): for an invertible ma-
trix M and vectors u, v holds
(M + uvT )−1 = M−1 − M
−1uvTM−1
1 + vTM−1u
. (18)
Defining ui = vi = σminP (ki), and M the diagonal Gaussian
covariance, the RHS is the inverse of the covariance matrix
(3). The contraction vTM−1u has a simple interpretation
which we elaborate next.
We introduce for notational convenience a z = 0
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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nonlinear spectrum amplitude parameter lnA0, through
∂lnA0P (ki) = P (ki), and thus ∂lnA0 lnP (ki) = 1. Explicitly,
a formal definition of that parameter is P (k,A0) = A0P (k),
with the understanding that we work at the fiducial value
A0 = 1. The parameter A0 can be identified with σ
2
8 , or
the initial amplitude in the linear regime, but is distinct
on translinear scales considered here. The Fisher matrix
element on this parameter is the squared cumulative signal
to noise (Takahashi et al. 2009), traditionally studied as a
function of the resolution kmax, that measures how well the
spectrum itself can be measured. As we show below, the
form of the covariance matrix causes this parameter to play
a special role. Let the Fisher matrix of the spectrum be
Fαβ =
∑
ki,kj6kmax
∂P (ki)
∂α
Cov−1ij
∂P (kj)
∂β
, (19)
then (S/N)2 = FlnA0 lnA0 . With this in place we can calcu-
late the Fisher information content of the spectrum. Con-
tracting the SM formula on the left with ∂αP (ki), and on
the right with ∂βP (kj), we get
Fαβ = F
G
αβ − σ2min
FGα lnA0F
G
lnA0β
1 + σ2min(S/N)
2
G
, (20)
one of the key result of this paper. There the Gaussian Fisher
matrix elements FGαβ are given by an already familiar for-
mula (Tegmark 1997)
FGαβ =
∫
d ln k ω(k)
∂ lnP (k)
∂α
∂ lnP (k)
∂β
. (21)
with
w(k) =
V
2
k3
2pi2
(
P (k)
P (k) + 1
n¯
)2
. (22)
In these equations discrete sums over the averaging shells
ki have been replaced in a natural way by an integral, us-
ing the approximation (5) for the number of modes. The
denominator of the Fisher matrix is the Gaussian signal to
noise
(S/N)2G =
∫
d ln k w(k) = FGlnA0 lnA0 , (23)
obtained by contracting the inverse Gaussian covariance
with the derivatives ∂lnA0P (ki) = P (ki).
We see from Eqs. (20) and (21) that our choice of co-
variance matrix combines the Gaussian covariance with a
projection P (ki)P (kj) on the nonlinear spectrum, making
in fact implicitly a strong assumption on the fluctuations
in power: non-Gaussian covariance only affects the ampli-
tude of the spectrum; fluctuations that are orthogonal to
the amplitude, in the precise sense of∫
dk
k
ω(k) δ lnP (k) = 0 (24)
probe the Gaussian part of the covariance exclusively.
Of particular interest is the non-Gaussian signal to noise
of the spectrum. Setting α = β = lnA in Eq. 20 gives us
(S/N)2 =
(S/N)2G
1 + σ2min(S/N)
2
G
. (25)
We now find an essential difference between the linear and
nonlinear S/N . No matter how fast (S/N)2G grows (follow-
ing k3max in the noise-free field), the RHS of this equation
is bounded by 1/σ2min: there is only a finite amount of in-
formation to extract. The inverse root information 1/
√
Fαα
bounds the parameters variance σ(α), therefore the inter-
pretation of σmin becomes clear:
σ(A0)
A0
> σmin. (26)
From Eq. (25), the bound is saturated as soon as
σ2min(S/N)
2
G  1. We can estimate a saturation scale ksat,
after which there is no more independent information on
the amplitude in the noise free spectrum. We identify the
plateau value with the Gaussian (S/N)2 at ksat, yielding
k3sat = 12pi
2/V σ2min. ksat shows some dependence on vol-
ume and survey geometry through σSS. For the spherical
h−3Gpc3 volume σ2V ∼ 1.5 · 10−5 we get
ksat ∼ 0.09hMpc−1 σ(A0)
A0
∼ 1.2% (global)
ksat ∼ 0.13hMpc−1 σ(A0)
A0
∼ 0.7% (local)
(27)
In the local case we used for the IS coefficient σIS ∼ σSS ∼
σV ∼ 0.005. How about the linear fluctuation amplitude σ8 ?
One expects the degeneracy between σ28 and A0 to be some-
what lifted beyond linear scales, so there is in principle no
absolute lower limit but only a pronounced reduction in in-
formation. Straightforward evaluation of Eq. (20) with non-
linear power evaluated according to HALOFIT (Smith et al.
2003; Takahashi et al. 2012) as implemented in the CAMB1
software (Lewis et al. 2000) gives (kmax = 0.8h/Mpc)
σ(σ8)
σ8
∼ 0.25% (global) 0.17% (local) . (28)
We can try and make a connection to the two papers fit-
ting this form of covariance matrix. First, Mohammed &
Seljak (2014) quote a higher value of 0.0079 for what we
interpret as the σIS coefficient (see their Eqs. 34-36) from
a fit to simulations by Li et al. (2014a). This would shift
slightly the values obtained in the local case, to 0.9% com-
pared to our 0.7% for A0, and 0.2% instead of 0.17% for
σ8. On the other hand comparison to Neyrinck (2011b) is
less simple. There the evaluation of the covariance matrix is
made from single realizations with the method of Hamilton
et al. (2006). While there is no background mode variance
σ2V in single such realizations, the SS effect is nevertheless
captured in that method, at least partially, due to the elabo-
rated weighting scheme probing the fundamental mode. Fol-
lowing this line of reasoning, Neyrinck’s parameter α =
〈
b2
〉
(c.f., his Eq. 1) should be best compared to our σ2min in the
global case. We would predict σ2min ∼ 1.5 · 10−4, not too far
from his quoted values of α ∼ 1.2− 1.4 · 10−4.
It is important to note that the presence of a plateau
is independent of the fine details of the covariance matrix,
provided one contribution to it is of the form ∝ P (ki)P (kj).
In the SM formula we can pick u and v to contain only the
SS part of σmin, assigning to M all remaining covariance,
concluding similarly that the measurement of the nonlinear
amplitude is limited by σSS, irrespective of the exact form
of the IS trispectrum. Likewise, irrespective of the details
of the impact of the super-survey modes on the covariance,
the measurement is bounded by σIS. This amounts to the
1 http://camb.info
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Figure 1. A schematic description of the behavior of the in-
formation content of the matter power spectrum in the mildly
nonlinear regime, according to the spectrum Fisher matrix for
the non-Gaussian field derived in this work, Eq. (20). Shown
is the squared signal to noise (S/N)2, or effective number of
Fourier modes of the spectrum. The curve transitions from power-
law growth in the Gaussian regime to complete saturation. The
plateau is due both to the effects of super-surveys (SS) modes
and that of intra-survey (IS) modes. The former dominates for
density fluctuations defined with respect to the global density.
Both are of comparable value if the fluctuations are defined with
respect to the local density. The impact of white noise can only
causes a shift in power-law growth exponent on these scales. The
variance σ2SS + σ
2
IS is the minimal achievable error on the nonlin-
ear power amplitude. The spectrum information content on other
parameters is modulated by their degeneracies to the nonlinear
amplitude according to Eq. (20).
existence of two distinct plateaux, a SS plateau and an IS
plateau.
How does all this compare to the impact of white noise on
(S/N)? From representation (22) we gather that
(S/N)2G ∝
{
k3 n¯P (k) 1
k3+2n n¯P (k) 1, (29)
where n is the local slope of the spectrum. We conclude that
white noise shows in fact a milder impact on translinear
scales : there the slope of the power spectrum is close to −1.
This implies that (S/N)2G still grows following∝ kmax. Thus,
no plateau but rather a knee, that occurs at n¯P (k) ∼ 1,
where the slope of (S/N)2 changes from 3 to 1. On the other
hand, deeper in the non-linear regime k ∼ h/Mpc, where
the spectrum slope is steeper, white noise causes indeed a
plateau. For a galaxy number density of n¯ ∼ 3·10−4h3Mpc−3
(Percival et al. 2007) and a vanilla ΛCDM (unbiased) power
spectrum the knee occurs roughly at k ∼ 0.15h/Mpc, which
is comparable to ksat, and is substantially pushed towards
still smaller scales accounting for galaxy bias. Thus, it ap-
pears that shot noise should not be the dominant source of
information loss on translinear scales. This conclusion may
differ certainly for other types of white noises such as shape
noise in weak-lensing. For sparse tracers there is also the the-
oretical possibility of a dominant white noise component on
very large scales, on the other side of the ΛCDM spectrum
peak.
4 DISCUSSION
We proposed and explored the form (3) for the spectrum
covariance matrix and its inverse. This simple form com-
bines the Gaussian covariance with a projection on the non-
linear spectrum. It is remarkably successful at explaining
the dynamics of the spectrum information observed in sim-
ulations, particularly the saturation of the effective number
of Fourier modes (S/N)2 as observed in simulations since
the works of Rimes & Hamilton (2005, 2006). Saturation is
the most fundamental prediction of the model, with value
1/σ2min = 1/(σ
2
SS + σ
2
IS). The nonlinear amplitude of the
power spectrum cannot possibly be measured better than
σmin, typically close to the percent level (∼ 0.7 − 1.3%) in
a h−3Gpc3 volume, depending on whether fluctuations are
defined with respect to the local or global density. Degen-
eracies to the nonlinear amplitude decrease the information
on other parameters according to Eq. (20); for that same
volume and in the absence of white noise the relative accu-
racy achievable on the linear root amplitude σ8 is closer to
0.17− 0.25% (see also Mohammed & Seljak (2014)).
Eq. (20) presents the Fisher information matrix of the
3D matter spectrum on translinear scales, considering white
noise, super-survey covariance (with an explicit dependence
on survey geometry and volume) and intra-survey covari-
ance. It comes at the same implementation costs, very low
by modern standards, as the traditional formula for Gaus-
sian fields such as Tegmark (1997). Thus, if applicable, it
should naturally be preferred for parameter constraints fore-
casts beyond the linear regime. In contrast to the formula
for Gaussian fields, it is by nature rather a conservative es-
timate if a reasonable choice of σmin, thus of nonlinear S/N
saturation scale, is performed. As weak-lensing data is more
usually investigated in 2D, it is a natural direction for fu-
ture work to investigate the pertinence of a similar form in
that case. We note that this information content (20) is as-
sociated to traditional shell averaging estimators. It might
be that some more sophisticated spectrum estimators can
recapture more information, in analogy to the consideration
of the local density in the local case. In general, a tentative
reconstruction of the local density helps alleviating the SS
plateau (Li et al. 2014b; Carron & Szapudi 2014b). In addi-
tion, the use of nonlinear transforms in the form of sufficient
statistics further lower cosmic variance associated with the
plateaux (e.g., Neyrinck 2011a,b; Carron 2012; Carron &
Szapudi 2014a; Wolk et al. 2014, and references therein).
This form of the covariance was suggested already by
N -body simulations (Neyrinck 2011b; Mohammed & Seljak
2014), and we did not venture into a full physical explanation
of its origin. However, both coefficients can be associated
to hierarchical amplitudes in simple ways. Our derivation
leads in a very natural manner to a generically dominant
SS contribution in the case of the global density, due to the
conjunction of a comparatively strong power on large scales
σ2V and the strong coupling to small scales through the co-
efficient 4Ra ∼ C22 ∼ Q˜22 ∼ 10. It is interesting to note
that lognormal field statistics, useful to simulate the infor-
mation plateau and covariance matrices (Takahashi et al.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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2014; Carron et al. 2014, e.g.), underestimate the impact
of non-Gaussian effects, σ2SS/σ
2
V = 4 instead of 10 in the
global case (lognormal field statistics amount in this con-
text to setting Ra = Rb = 1 on mildly nonlinear scales). In
the local case, the lognormal field has in fact σSS = 0. Note
that we did not consider smoothing effects in our analysis;
as is known (Bernardeau & Kofman 1995; Carron & Szapudi
2013, e.g.) smoothing brings the matter density field closer
to lognormal behavior on mildly nonlinear scales.
Neyrinck (2011b) observed that this form of the covari-
ance may be interpreted through bias fluctuations. We can
revisit this argument by giving here one explicit way to
produce fields with this spectrum covariance matrix : one
samples first an amplitude A0 = b
2 from any PDF with
〈A0〉 = 1,
〈
A20
〉 − 〈A0〉2 = σ2min. One then generates inde-
pendently a Gaussian field δ with spectrum P (k). The field
bδ has then spectrum P (k) with covariance matrix
Covij = (1 + σ
2
min)δij
2P 2(ki)
Nki
+ σ2minP (ki)P (kj). (30)
Since σ2min  1 this reduces to form (3) indeed. Note that
bδ has random phases but is not a Gaussian random field
due to the fluctuations in b. The physical motivation and
usefulness of this specific algorithm seem however fairly
limited, any field realization looking like a perfect Gaussian
map and not like the matter distribution. It may give some
physical insights and be of practical use to find a similarly
simple but better motivated prescription.
Given the successes of this simple covariance matrix
model, it is legitimate to ask whether the technique can
be extended deeper into the nonlinear regime. In that
regard, we note that the SS coefficient has a straightforward
extension within TH13 spectrum response formalism.The
trispectrum consistency condition asserted in TH13 sug-
gests that the SS term can be generalized to a function of
scale, σSS(k), through σSS(k) = σV ∂ lnP (k)/∂δb. There the
stochasticity of the response ∂δb lnP (k) to the background
mode is neglected, and δb is treated as an additional
parameter. The covariance matrix remains invertible with
the SM formula (or, in the presence of the IS term, with
its extension the Woodburry formula (Press et al. 2007)),
recovering a similar result (20) where essentially our log-
amplitude parameter becomes now δb, and the denominator
is the Gaussian information on δb. A decay of the spectrum
response, and thus of σSS(k), on deeply nonlinear scales as
seen in Li et al. (2014a) would have as a consequence to
naturally lift off the SS plateau. An interesting question is
whether an analogous physical interpretation and general-
ization is possible for the IS covariance, that would allow
similar analytical insights deep into the nonlinear regime.
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